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In recent years, various types of small electronic devices have become widespread. Optical wireless power-transmission (OWPT) systems can be
charged over long distances and are promising candidates for systems that do not require dry batteries. In this study, we propose a wireless power-
transmission method for supplying power to small electronic devices and demonstrate wireless power transmission. A crystalline Si (c-Si) solar cell
and power-storage device incorporated into small electronic devices enable optical wireless power transmission systems using near-infrared LED
lights and can be used to eliminate dry batteries. © 2020 The Japan Society of Applied Physics

1. Introduction

In recent years, various types of small electronic devices have
become widespread; many of them are driven by dry
batteries. There are two kinds of batteries: one is disposable
dry batteries (primary batteries) and the other is rechargeable
batteries (secondary batteries) that can be used repeatedly.
Familiar examples on the desk are small electronic devices
such as wireless keyboards, wireless mice, laser pointers, and
remote controllers, etc. There are also smart tags used to
locate items that have been forgotten, used in combination
with smartphones as part of the spread of the recent Internet
of Things (IoT) technologies. These usually use dry batteries
or button batteries. However, electrolyte leaks from dry
batteries before the end of their lives, making small electronic
devices unusable in many cases, and the environmental
impact of battery disposal cannot be ignored.1,2) At present,
some small electronic devices such as calculators and
wristwatches are powered by solar cells, but secondary
batteries are incorporated in case the battery cannot be
charged for several days. However, such a secondary battery
gradually loses its capacity and becomes unusable after
repeated charging and discharging.3) Although some types
can be recharged using a cable, it is necessary to periodically
charge them, which is troublesome. Due to these various
factors, wireless power transmission (WPT) is attracting
attention.4,5) The existing methods are “electromagnetic
induction” 6–8) and “magnetic resonance”.9–11) These types
have limitations due to electromagnetic interference. On the
other hand, there is a new method available, optical wireless
power transmission (OWPT).12–18) This method generally
uses a light source such as a laser or a LED for the transmitter
and a light-receiving element such as a solar cell for the light
receiver. Light is an electromagnetic wave, as are radio
waves, but there are no restrictions due to radio-frequency
legislation because electromagnetic waves with a frequency
of 3000 GHz or less are defined as radio waves. OWPT has
been studied with lasers as the light source,19–25) but there are
restrictions due to the safety requirements for using a laser
indoors. According to laser regulations, such as the safety
standards for Japanese laser products shown in JIS C 6802,
all laser products are classified into several categories based
on wavelength, emission time, and power level.26) The use of
LEDs for indoor optical wireless power transmission has

advantages because LEDs are safer than laser beams, and
there are fewer safety regulations.27) There are fewer studies
on OWPT over longer distances.28,29)

In this study, we propose an indoor OWPT system with a
transmission distance of up to 3 m. It consists of commer-
cially available components that anyone can apply. A near-
infrared LED is used as the light source. Near-infrared light
has the advantage that charging can take place day or night,
due to its invisible wavelength. For example, it can be used
for desktop charging while the device owner is asleep. We
aim to enable optical wireless power transmission systems
using a near-infrared LED and to eliminate the use of dry
batteries. Although some of the results and discussions have
been reported in OWPT2020,30) in this paper, we show the
system configuration and selection method in detail, con-
tribute basic knowledge applicable to the construction of
LED OWPT systems.

2. Experimental methods

2.1. Measured power consumption of small electric
devices
First, we measured the operating power of some small
electrical devices, such as a wireless keyboard, a wireless
mouse, a laser pointer, a remote controller, and a smart tag.
The rated voltage is 1.5–3 V because these devices generally
use commercially available dry batteries or button batteries.
The operating currents of these devices were measured at 3 V
(or 1.5 V) using a stabilized DC power supply (PMC18–2
KIKUSUI). Table I shows the measured operating current for
the devices. The instantaneous maximum power consumption
was about 230 mW, where “instantaneous” refers to the
moment when the laser of the laser pointer was irradiated.
2.2. The configuration of optical wireless
power-transmission (OWPT) systems
Figure 1 shows an outline of the configuration of the proposed
OWPT system. It consists of a near-infrared LED, a Fresnel
lens, solar cells, and an electric double-layer capacitor
(EDLC). LEDs are suitable as a light source for indoor
OWPT systems. High power lasers are attractive but have
safety limitations. LEDs, which are also used for domestic
lighting, do not have such restrictions. As a light source for an
indoor OWPT system, it is much superior to a laser. However,
LEDs have also disadvantages compared to laser beams. LED
light spreads and the irradiance decreases as the distance
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increases. In order to solve this problem, we propose to use a
lens. There are many types of lenses, but expensive and
complicated lenses such as those used in cameras and
microscopes are not required. It is sufficient to just illuminate
a desk as uniformly as possible. Assuming that the LEDs are
mounted in the ceiling, we propose to use a Fresnel lens that is
lightweight and thin. In addition, a plano-convex Fresnel lens
is used in order to approximate parallel light. If the distance
between the light source and the Fresnel lens is arranged so as
to satisfy the focal length f, parallel light can be obtained.
Generally, c-Si solar cells are well-balanced in efficiency and
cost, are widely available, and easy to get. Since they have
sensitivity in the near-infrared region, a commercially avail-
able crystalline Si (c-Si) solar cell was used as the light-
receiving element. Figure 2 shows the spectral sensitivity of
the commercial c-Si solar cell used in the experiment. The
sensitivity is shown around the near-infrared. Figure 3 shows
the appearance of a c-Si solar cell. The output voltage for a
single cell is small (≒ 0.6 V), which is not enough to operate
the devices. Therefore, solar cells were arranged in a grid so
that the light-receiving part, excluding the tab line, was
approximately 1 cm2, and 9 cells was connected in series.
Assuming that the distance between the ceiling and the desk
was 2 m, the conversion efficiency of the solar cell under the
near-infrared LED (850 nm) was about 7.1%. However, there
was not enough power to use it directly, so the solution was to
use an EDLC and to store the electricity. In recent years,
EDLCs have increased in capacity (1 to several F), due to
technological advances. Another advantage of EDLCs is that
they does not use a redox reaction as their principle of
operation, so they is resistant to repeated charging.31)

However, since EDLCs have self-discharge characteristics, it
is important that they should be charged at all times. This is
made possible by the use of invisible near-infrared light.
2.3. Selection of the parts
2.3.1. Selection of wavelength. As described in
Sect. 2.2, a near-infrared LED is used as the light source.
Based on Fig. 2, we selected 850 nm and 940 nm LEDs,
which are commercially available LED wavelength ranges.
Figure 4 shows the high-powered LED light source (Hontiey
High Power LED) used in the experiment. It has an
arrangement of 10× 10 bare chips in a 2× 2 cm area, which

was used mounted on a heatsink. The experiments were
performed in a dark room to avoid the effects of ambient
light. Since there was no apparent difference between the
850 nm and 940 nm I–V characteristics, a comparison was
made by examining the power consumption (emission
power) of the LEDs. In both cases, the distance between
the power meter and the light source was fixed at 5 cm, and
the irradiance was compared at 54 mW cm−2. The results are
shown in Table II. Due to these results, we selected the
850 nm LED because it represented a power saving, and the
subsequent experiments had a power consumption of 26W.

Table I. Operating current and power of selected small electronic devices.

Keyboard Mouse Laser pointer Remote controller Smart tag

Dry cell AAA × 2 AAA × 2 AAA × 1 AA × 2 CR2032 × 1
Rated voltage [V] 3 3 1.5 3 3
Operating current [mA] 32 30 140 40 25
Operating power [mW] 96 90 210 120 75

Fig. 1. (Color online) Configuration of the LED optical wireless power transmission system (upper view).

Fig. 2. (Color online) Spectral sensitivity of the commercial c-Si solar cell
used in the experiment.

Fig. 3. (Color online) c-Si cells in series (9 cells).

Fig. 4. (Color online) LED light source.
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2.3.2. Selection of lens. Assuming that the LED was
mounted on the ceiling, the lens was examined from three
perspectives: size, focal length, and the light spread due to
the divergence angle. We selected lightweight and inexpen-
sive commercially available plano-convex Fresnel lenses.
Parallel rays can be obtained by arranging a light source and
a plano-convex Fresnel lens so that they have a positive focal
length. However, in contrast to an ideal point light source, the
area of a practical light source causes light divergence due to
lens function (refraction). When light emitted from an LED
with a size of x [cm] is converted into parallel rays by a lens
with a focal length of f, a divergence angle (full angle) α [rad]
can be approximated by Eq. (1).

a »
x

f
. 1( )

On the other hand, it is also possible to irradiate the entire
desk utilizing light-spreading properties. Assuming that the
distance from the lens to the desk isW [cm], the radius d [cm]
of the range illuminating the desk can be calculated by
Eq. (2).
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Next, we examine the size of the light beam incident on the
lens, as shown in Fig. 5. The beam angle (full angle) θ of the
LED used is 120° per chip. In the case of a point light source,
assuming that the radius of the effective diameter of the lens
is L [cm], if L/f ≧ tan (θ/2) is satisfied, it will irradiate the
entire surface of the lens. However, since the size of the LED
is finite, the light spread at the focal point needs to consider
the light spread at the edge of the LED as shown in Fig. 5,
and the light size increases by x/2. Therefore, it is expressed
as in Eq. (3),
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If (L+ x/2)/f ≧ tan 60° is satisfied by this LED, this is
sufficient. Figure 6 shows the relationship between the focal
length and the divergence angle calculated using Eq. (1).
These marker points correspond to the focal lengths of the
commercially available lenses in the catalog (Edmund Optics
Japan Ltd.).32) For example, assume W= 200 cm and the
diameter is 60 cm or less. The divergence angle of the light is
calculated to be α≒ 0.3 [rad] or less using Eq. (2). Therefore,
it is only necessary to satisfy 6 cm ≦ f from Fig. 6. Figure 7
shows the relationship between the focal length and the size
of the incident light on the lens. The focal length and lens
effective diameter were based on the catalog specification
and were calculated using Eq. (3). If a short focal length does
not waste light, it increases the divergence angle. On the
other hand, if the divergence angle of the LED is small, the
focal length will become long. In this study, as indicated by
the red circle in Fig. 7, a lens size was selected such that
6 cm ≦ f and as little light was wasted as possible. The lens
used was 6.7-inch square (Edmund # 32-593, focal length
f: 76.2 mm).
2.3.3. Selection of the capacitor. In this study, we tested
three small electronic devices: a wireless keyboard, a wireless
mouse, and a laser pointer. Their power consumptions were
at most about 230 mW (instantaneous). The lower limit of the
voltage during the use of these devices was in the range of

Table II. LED power consumption (emission power) (Hontiey High Power
LED).

λ
LED power consumption Irradiance

nm V A w mW cm−2

940 13.5 2.89 39 54
850 14.1 0.96 13 54

“W” is the value displayed on the device.

Fig. 5. (Color online) The light spread (side view).

Fig. 6. (Color online) Relationship between the focal length and the
divergence angle. These marker points correspond to the focal length of
commercial lenses in the catalog. For example, if d = 30 cm is required, the
following requirements should be met: W = 100 cm, α ≒ 0.58 or less
(3 ≦ f ),W = 200 cm, α ≒ 0.30 or less (6 ≦ f ), and W = 300 cm, α ≒ 0.20
or less (10 ≦ f ).

Fig. 7. (Color online) Relationship between the focal length and the size of
the incident light beam at the lens.
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about 1.5–2 V. There are several methods for calculating the
required capacitance, but the calculation used was Eq. (4),
including the power.
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where C is capacitance [F], P is power consumption [W], t is
the approximate use time [sec], Ec is the charging voltage
[V], and E1 is operating voltage [V]. Assuming continuous
use for 1 min at P= 0.2 W and E1= 2–4 V, it was calculated
that C ≒ 2 [F]. Since a possible capacitor with a capacity of
2 F and a rated voltage of 5.5 V was not familiar to us, we
tested using a 1 F capacitor, rated for 5.5 V (ELNA 1010).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Results
3.1.1. Irradiance. Figure 8 shows the relationship between
distance (LED–solar cell) and the irradiance/open circuit
voltage of the solar cell (Voc). Circles indicate irradiance, and
diamonds indicate Voc. The irradiance was measured in a
dark room with a power meter (ADCMT:Model 8230). The
irradiance decreases according to the inverse square law of
distance. However, even at a distance of 300 cm, Voc reached
3 V or more. Figure 9 shows the relationship between
illuminance distribution in the x-axis direction and distance.
At a distance of 100 cm, the irradiation range was approxi-
mately the same as the lens’s effective diameter, but it can be
seen that the irradiance diffuses as the distance increases.
Irradiance of about 1 mW cm−2 was obtained even at a
distance of 300 cm between the LED and the solar cell.
3.1.2. Charging characteristics. Figure 10 shows the
charging characteristics in a dark room at 100 cm, 200 cm,
and 300 cm from the LED. A 2-channel digital multimeter
(ADCMT：Model 7352A ) was used for the measurement.
The solid line indicates the charging voltage, and the broken
line indicates the charging current. The charging voltages are
Voc ≒ 4.4 V, Voc ≒ 3.6 V, Voc ≒ 3.4 V, respectively. The
charging time required to reach the driving voltage of 3 V
was about 10 min at a distance of 100 cm, about 37 min at
200 cm, and about 1 h and 37 min at 300 cm.
3.1.3. Demonstration result. The EDLC was charged by
the LED OWPT system. We tested the operation of a wireless
keyboard, a wireless mouse, and a laser pointer. The
respective results are shown in Figs. 11(a)–11(c). The voltage
change of the EDLC with respect to the operational time was
recorded by a data logger (ADL12). The experiment was
completed after confirming the main actions (input, slide,
page feed, etc.) for each device. The wireless keyboard was
able to input stably. The wireless mouse reduced the EDLC

Fig. 8. (Color online) Relationship between distance (LED–solar cell) and
irradiance/open circuit voltage of the solar cell (Voc).

Fig. 9. (Color online) Relationship between distance (x-axis direction) and
irradiance.

Fig. 10. (Color online) EDLC charging characteristics.

Fig. 11. (Color online) (a) Wireless keyboard (Bluetooth) input test.
(b) Wireless mouse (Bluetooth) operational test. (c) Laser pointer
(RF2.4 GHz) operational test.
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voltage significantly when the Bluetooth switch was turned
on, but it then recovered to a certain level. The wireless
mouse reduced the voltage when it was moved or when the
wheels were used. The laser pointer reduced the voltage
when turning pages back and forth. Electric power was
required momentarily when irradiating the laser, but there
was no problem because the EDLC was charged at 3 V or
higher. All of these devices were able to work normally, but
the operating time depended on how they are used.
3.2. Discussion
3.2.1. The light source. Since the power consumption at
850 nm was lower in the high-power array-type LED, we
examined whether other LEDs had the same tendency. We
checked a dome type LED (OSI3XNE3E1E: 850 nm,
OSI5XNE3E1E: 940 nm). The power consumption was
compared when the distance between the power meter and
the light source was fixed at 0 cm and the irradiance was
unified to about 29 mW cm−2. The appearance of the LED is
shown in Fig. 12, and the results are shown in Table III. The
power required to obtain the same irradiance was 0.12W at
940 nm and 0.06W at 850 nm. The 850 nm LED consumes
about half the power of the 940 nm LED. The reason for this
is considered to be that currently crystal growth in main-
stream high-power infrared LEDs is easily inhibited from the
viewpoint of manufacture.33)

In addition, we investigated and calculated the irradiance
of a general-purpose indoor lamp. For comparison, the
irradiance [mW cm−2] of the 850 nm LED without a lens
was converted to illuminance [lx] by a point-by-point
method. Since the power consumption of the 850 nm LED
used in the experiment was 26W, a ceiling light for a 6-mat
room (Panasonic: LGC2110L) with a rated power consump-
tion of 26.5W was selected. In addition, a comparison was
also performed with similar illuminance, using the ceiling
light for an 18-mat room (Panasonic: LGC71120). The rated
power consumption was 53W. Figure 13 shows the relation-
ship between the distance from the light source and the
illuminance. Circles denote the 850 nm LED, squares in-
dicate LGC2110L, and triangles indicate LGC71120. It can
be seen that for the case of the same level of power
consumption, the 850 nm LED has an advantage even at
300 cm compared to the LGC2110L ceiling light. On the
contrary, it can be seen that to obtain similar illuminance
requires more power consumption. As a result, that it can be
seen that near-infrared light can easily reach, even at a long
distance. Furthermore, consider that from the viewpoint of
solar cells, amorphous Si (a-Si) solar cells are currently
mainstream for indoor use. When the output of a commercial
flashlight with a Si solar cell was examined, output was
obtained only in the visible region. The cell becomes

power-generating in the invisible near-infrared region using
this LED OWPT system, and charging can take place by both
night and day.
3.2.2. Light spread. Figure 14 shows the spread of light
rays when viewed from above. The LED is at the origin. The
thick blue solid line indicates the position of the 6.7-inch
Fresnel lens. The blue dashed line represents the experi-
mental results, and the orange solid line represents the
calculated ray. It can be seen that although the light was
almost parallel up to 100 cm, it gradually spread. The light
achieved an illumination range of about Φ64 cm at a position
of 200 cm. Some light was not able to be received by the
Fresnel lens because the lens that satisfied the conditions
described in Sect. 2.3.2 was selected. Recently, lenses with
short focal lengths have also been made. Figure 15 shows the
calculated rays for a 5.9-inch Fresnel lens (Edmund #13-459,
focal length f: 30 mm) with a short focal length. It shows a
spread of about Φ150 cm at a position of 200 cm. Compared
to the center intensity of the 6.7-inch Fresnel lens at a
distance of 200 cm, the calculated result estimated a reduc-
tion of about 20%. Considering ceiling mounting, making a
cover around the LED and the Fresnel lens is easier than
combining multiple lenses. Assuming the use of a 6.7-inch
Fresnel lens, we considered a cover using reflectors. First, as
shown in Fig. 16(a), the LED and the Fresnel lens were
arranged at the focal length. Assume that the red solid line
parallel to the centerline of the LED and matching the
effective diameter of the lens is the reflecting surface ①,
and the distance between the point a where the incident light
reaches the reflecting surface ① and the LED is z. Since the
LED beam angle (half angle) is 60°, z can be determined.
Next, the angle formed between the reflection surface ① and
the reflected light is denoted by β. Since an irradiation range
of Φ64 cm can be obtained at a distance of 200 cm between
the LED and the assumed desk, β is determined so that the
reflected beam falls within the range of Φ64 cm. From
the value of β, the angle ω between a perpendicular from the
point a and the reflected light is determined. Furthermore,Fig. 12. (Color online) Dome-type LED.

Table III. LED power consumption (emission power) (OSI3XNE3E1E:
850 nm, OSI5XNE3E1E: 940 nm).

λ
LED power consumption Irradiance

nm V A W mW cm−2

940 1.26 0.10 0.12 29
850 1.37 0.05 0.06 29

Fig. 13. (Color online) Relationship between distance from the light
source and illuminance. Circles denote the 850 nm LED, squares indicate the
ceiling light (LGC2110L), and triangles indicate the ceiling light
(LGC71120). [W] in the graph legends shows power consumption.
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Fig. 14. (Color online) The light spread (upper view). This figure shows the calculated rays and experimental rays for a 6.7-inch Fresnel lens
(Edmund # 32-593, focal length f: 76.2 mm).

Fig. 15. (Color online) The light spread image (upper view). This figure shows the calculated rays for a 5.9-inch Fresnel lens (Edmund #13-459, focal length
f: 30 mm) with a short focal length.

Fig. 16. (Color online) (a) Reflected light image. (b) Reflected light image (enlarged view). (c) LED cover image (red dashed line).
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γ is obtained from a right triangle formed by the incident
light and a perpendicular from the point a. Figure 16(b)
shows a part of an enlarged view of Fig. 16(a). Since the
incident angle and the reflection angle to the reflective
surface ① are equal, the auxiliary line ② can be drawn. We
then draw a perpendicular line ③ to the auxiliary line ②. From
γ/2 and β, the angle j between the line ③ and the reflective
surface ① is obtained. Therefore, by creating a cover with the
shape of the red dashed line as shown in Fig. 16(c), it is
possible to reduce the waste of light. In this study, it was
calculated as j ≒ 24°.

4. Conclusions

In this study, an indoor OWPT system with a transmission
distance of up to 300 cm was proposed and demonstrated.
The LED OWPT system proposed consists of commercially
available parts that can be applied by anyone, and the
possibility of making small electronic devices operate
without dry batteries was demonstrated. This system has
the potential to be applied to other electronic devices, as well
as desktop devices.
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